
1. Introduction
Future missions and payloads delivered to the Moon, such as VIPER, IM-2 (S. P. HOPPER and PRIME-1), PROS-
PECT, LUPEX, Chandrayaan-3, LunaH-Map, IceCube, and Trailblazer (e.g., Colaprete et al., 2021; Ehlmann 
et al., 2022; Martin et al., 2022), seek to characterize lunar (south) polar volatiles (NASA, 2020a). Volatiles may 
be concentrated in cold traps within permanently shadowed regions (PSRs) that may not have received sunlight in 
millions to potentially billions of years (Arnold, 1979; Feldman et al., 2011; Watson et al., 1961). S. P. Hopper, a 
hopper robot developed by Intuitive Machines, is planned to hop and land in a small PSR as early as late 2022 or 
early 2023 (Martin et al., 2022). NASA's Volatile Investigating Polar Exploration Rover (VIPER) is bound to trav-
erse a series of PSRs in late 2023 (Colaprete et al., 2021). Most notably, the Artemis program will land humans on 
the south polar surface by ∼2025 somewhere in the so-called Artemis exploration zone, that is, the region pole-
ward of ∼84°S (NASA, 2020a, 2020b). Currently, most science and mission planning efforts for a crewed and a 
number of robotic missions focus on a ridge adjacent to Shackleton crater (e.g., Bickel & Kring, 2020; Gawronska 
et al., 2020; Scoville, 2022; Speyerer & Robinson, 2013; Spudis et al., 2008). Mazarico et al. (2011) identified 
two topographically elevated points (sites 001 and 004) in that area which would provide optimal illumination and 
Direct-To-Earth communications. The area around sites 001 and 004 hosts a large number of PSRs with diameters 
ranging from a few meters (micro-PSRs, see, e.g., Hayne et al., 2020) to ∼1.3 km (small PSRs) which could be 
potential targets for future missions.

Due to the lack of primary illumination, PSRs are difficult to image using high-resolution optical sensors 
(Cisneros et al., 2017; Haruyama et al., 2008; Martin et al., 2021). The lack of high-resolution images opens a 
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strategic knowledge gap: currently, the meter-scale (<∼5 m) cryogeomorphology of PSRs in the Artemis explo-
ration zone and beyond remains largely unknown. Detailed knowledge about the cryogeomorphic characteristics 
of PSRs would allow for: (a) the selection of target PSRs, putting constraints on potential landing sites. (b) The 
identification of scientific targets—including small doubly shadowed regions, that is, primary and secondary illu-
mination shielded, particularly cold regions—and potential hazards within target PSRs. (c) The planning of effec-
tive and safe traverses through target PSRs, including the PSR terminator, that is, the sunlight-shadow transition 
zone. (d) The overall reduction of the associated risk of operating in permanent shadow. (e) The contextualization 
of scientific measurements made by future ground and orbital missions.

Here, we address this strategic knowledge gap by deploying a recently developed, deep learning-based Lunar 
Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO) Narrow Angle Camera (NAC) post-processing tool (called Hyper-effective nOise 
Removal Unet Software [HORUS]) to produce high-signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and high-resolution images 
of selected shadowed regions in the Artemis exploration zone. We focus on 44 PSRs with diameters larger 
than ∼40 m in an area between Shackleton crater's rim, Spudis crater, and Henson crater, encompassing the 
Shackleton-Henson connecting ridge, around potential Artemis (001 & 004) and other landing sites (e.g., IM-2's 
S. P. Hopper and PRIME-1, see Figure 1) (NASA, 2020b). We only consider PSRs that are covered by at least 2 by 
2 pixels in Mazarico et al. (2011)'s 60 m/pixel lunar orbiter laser altimeter (LOLA)-derived illumination product 
with two exemptions: a small PSR (X01a, ∼90 m across) in a crater that might be targeted by S. P. Hopper (Martin 
et al., 2022) and a very small PSR close to site 001 (X01b, ∼40 m across). We use the produced HORUS images 
to search for and map (cryo)geomorphic features such as surface ice/frost, boulders, craters, lobate features, and 
textured ground. We combine the mapping results with existing thermophysical and geological data, such as a 
new 1:8000 geomorphic map of the south pole (Bernhardt et al., 2022). The results are used to assign relative 
PSR ages and—ultimately—recommend potentially promising target PSRs for future missions. Our findings, 
PSR catalog, and HORUS data products are freely available (https://doi.org/10.56272/GQKZ6227) and will have 
direct implications on all future missions seeking to explore PSRs in the Artemis exploration zone and beyond.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. HORUS

HORUS is a deep learning-driven post-processing tool that ingests optical, short-exposure LRO NAC EDR regu-
lar and summed-mode images of shadowed regions, removes a variety of noise sources from them (significantly 
increasing their SNR), and outputs science-ready images (Bickel et al., 2021; Moseley et al., 2021) (Figure 2). 
Given a sufficient level of secondary illumination (between 10 and 15 pixel counts—data numbers or DN—or 
more), HORUS is able to resolve umbral features as small as ∼3 m across, while not adding any false features 
(false positives) (Bickel et al., 2021; Moseley et al., 2021). Illumination sources are secondary illumination from 
the Sun (backscattered by topography) and Earthshine. HORUS images feature spatial resolutions a factor 5–10 
better than existing, long-exposure (LRO and Kaguya/Selene) images of PSRs (Cisneros et al., 2017; Haruyama 
et al., 2008; Martin et al., 2021). HORUS consists of two physics-based deep neural networks applied sequen-
tially: (a) DestripeNet, which removes the dark noise in the images and (b) PhotonNet, which reduces all other 
noise sources (e.g., shot noise, read noise).

HORUS taps into an image archive of up to 200,000 images taken over the lunar poles over ∼13 years and can 
be used to address a variety of objectives, including mapping of PSR surface features, investigation of the origin 
of anomalous radar signatures in polar craters, detection of temporal changes in PSRs, provision of hazard and 
trafficability information, and characterization of landforms that may be indicative of permafrost-like processes, 
at least in small and relatively well secondary-lit PSRs. HORUS could complement observations made by future 
instruments such as ShadowCam, which has similar objectives (ShadowCam, 2022).

2.2. Image Validation

Due to a lack of ground truth data it is important to validate HORUS images, and Bickel et al. (2021) proposed 
multiple strategies for doing so. For this study, we verified features within each PSR by ensuring they were visi-
ble in at least two HORUS images (Figure S1 in Supporting Information S1). Individual features are not always 
visible as this depends on the direction and amount of secondary illumination. Features that were only observed 
in a single HORUS frame were classified as “potential/maybe.” It is important to note that HORUS is not always 
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able to resolve very small features (<∼9 m, false negatives), especially in poorly secondary-lit PSRs (as studied 
by Moseley et al. (2021)); in other words, if HORUS is not able to resolve features in a given area that does not 
necessarily mean there are no features at all (HORUS just does not resolve them).

2.3. Mapping and Analysis

Our mapping campaign searched for impact craters, boulders, lobate features, and textured surfaces, as well 
as any other, potentially interesting and/or anomalous feature, including ice exposures, surface frost, and mass 
wasting-related landforms. We further used existing thermophysical and geological/geomorphical data to assign 
relative PSR ages. The used datasets are topography, slope angle (Barker et al., 2021), surface roughness at 40 
and 240 m (Smith & the LOLA Team, 2022), and the abundance of sunlit boulders, rocky craters, and outcrops 
around the PSRs, in combination with HORUS-derived umbral crater and boulder abundance (additional details 
shown in Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1).

We note that older PSRs are more likely to contain volatiles that were delivered by processes other than solar wind 
implantation, such as volcanic outgassing and cometary impacts (Needham & Kring, 2017). Older PSRs might 
also feature larger volumes of volatiles, because they had more time to accumulate (Cannon et al., 2020; Deutsch 
et al., 2020). At the same time, younger PSRs feature larger concentrations of boulders and outcrops which are 
attractive for sampling activities as well, or might have excavated volatiles from deeper layers that survive in 
ejecta. We point out that “older” PSRs located in impact craters—per our definition above—as well as craters 
within those PSRs are still geologically young due to their small size, <∼100 Ma (Arvidson et al., 1975; Bogard & 
Hirsch, 1978; Drozd et al., 1974). Thus, these PSRs are significantly younger than the 1.8 ± 0.2–4.18 ± 0.02 Ga 

Figure 1. Overview map of the 44 studied permanently shadowed regions (PSRs) (>∼100 m across, i.e., >2 by 2 pixels in the 60 m/pixel Sun visibility product of 
Mazarico et al. (2011), with exemption of sites X01a and X01b which are only ∼90 and ∼40 m across, respectively) in the studied section of the Artemis exploration 
zone (around sites 001 and 004, black dots; PSRs indicated in red, PSR IDs indicated in red). Five meridians indicated (180°E, 195°E, 210°E, 225°E, and 240°E). Lunar 
Reconnaissance Orbiter WAC percentage-based illumination map (black = no illumination, white = quasi-permanent illumination) in the background, black contour 
lines represent elevation changes of 100 m.
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old PSR-bearing craters with diameters of 20–108 km examined by Deutsch et al. (2020) and possibly younger 
than an additional set of <15 km diameter craters examined in that study with undetermined ages. We note that 
craters that formed within terrain of variable volatile content and temperature might differ in shape and morphol-
ogy, potentially affecting our assessment of relative age.

Our exploration recommendations are based on a large number of HORUS-derived and thermophysical parame-
ters, specifically: (a) surface ice detection/prediction, (b) temperature regime, (c) estimated PSR relative age, (d) 
relevant (cryo)geomorphic and/or geologic targets (boulders, fresh craters, geomorphic contacts), (e) trafficabil-
ity (slope, roughness, estimated bearing capacity, hazards), (f) geographic location (overall accessibility, distance 
to 001/004), and (g) communications (Earth visibility). We do not rank those criteria, but present a variety of 
promising PSRs that excel in one or several of those criteria, or are remarkable for other reasons. All observations 
and findings are compiled in the Artemis exploration zone PSR catalog in the supplementary information (pages 
S12–S278).

3. Cryogeomorphology of the Artemis Exploration Zone Shadowed Regions
3.1. Crater, Boulder, and Lobate Feature Populations

We observed and mapped craters in 36 of the 44 studied PSRs (∼82%). Most of the PSRs without craters are 
very small (<∼0.02  km 2), making them less likely to accumulate craters. The majority of PSRs are located 
within impact craters themselves, but not all of them. The mapped umbral craters have diameters between ∼5 
and ∼384 m. In the majority of PSRs the crater size frequency distribution (CSFD, available in the supplemen-
tary information) bends/rolls over at crater diameters of ∼9–∼11 m, similar to the observations made by Bickel 

Figure 2. Hyper-effective nOise Removal Unet Software (HORUS) images of permanently shadowed regions (PSRs) M01a and X01a close to site 001. HORUS 
resolves boulders and craters as small as ∼4–∼5 m in those well secondary-lit PSRs, although parts of both PSRs remain shadowed/without signal. Some of the resolved 
craters in M01a appear to be fresher than other surrounding craters. HORUS resolves a large crater in X01a; X01a is a potential study site for IM-2's S. P. Hopper (Martin 
et al., 2022). The sunlight is incident from the ∼E (M01a)/∼S (X01a); the secondary illumination (visible in the HORUS images) is incident from the ∼W (M01a)/∼N 
(X01a). The white region around the PSR represents the oversaturated, sunlit surface. Raw Narrow Angle Camera image credits to NASA/LROC/GSFC/ASU.
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et al. (2021) in other south polar PSRs. This likely is an artifact of the resolution and denoising performance of 
HORUS, not caused by a physical process.

As an alternative to optical HORUS images Kereszturi et al. (2022) suggest mapping craters in LOLA-derived 
topography products, such as hillshades. They find that LOLA-based crater mapping in shadowed regions satis-
factorily identifies craters with diameters between ∼100 and ∼200 m (only above ∼80°N and S, as the recog-
nizable minimum crater size increases with decreasing latitude). This means that ∼96% of the craters identified 
in HORUS images of the studied Artemis exploration zone PSRs would have been missed with a LOLA-based 
approach, highlighting the importance of high-resolution and high-SNR optical images to recognize craters in 
permanent shadow.

Twenty-five PSRs feature small craters that might be geologically fresher—or younger—than the majority of 
craters as observed across the 44 PSRs. These potentially fresher craters are characterized by elevated rims and 
high overall reflectance (Figure S3 in Supporting Information S1), which might be caused by steep slopes and 
boulders <∼3 m (not directly resolved by HORUS). Some of those potentially fresher impact craters appear to 
be surrounded by higher-albedo ejecta blankets (Figure S4 in Supporting Information S1). It is unclear whether 
those impacts excavated icy material from the subsurface. We observed a number of sunlit rocky craters across 
the Shackleton-Henson connecting ridge; however, we did not recognize any (certain) umbral rocky craters, 
although PSR U01a might be a rocky crater itself.

Ten PSRs host visible boulders (∼23%), but this number could be significantly higher (41%), as a large number 
of potential boulders could only be mapped with a low level of confidence (e.g., were only visible in one HORUS 
image). We do not observe any signs of boulder displacement (e.g., boulder tracks), as identified in the sunlit 
south polar region around sites 001 and 004 (Bickel & Kring, 2020), so the geologic sources of the boulders are 
uncertain. The mapped umbral boulders feature diameters of ∼3–∼15 m. We note that we were not able to distin-
guish boulders and rocky outcrops—both features look very similar in secondary illumination conditions, that is, 
some of the mapped boulders might be rocky outcrops in reality, requiring further analysis.

We identified three PSRs that feature distinct lobate features. The geologic origin of two of those features (O01b, 
N01a, ∼175–∼450 m long) remains unclear, although the features appear to follow the local contour lines, that is, 
might be caused by/related to (slow) mass wasting (e.g., creep processes). We note that the PSRs and surrounding 
TSRs (transiently shadowed regions) in the studied section of the Artemis exploration zone appear to host fewer 
lobate features than were identified in other south polar regions (Bickel et al., 2021)—an initial observation that 
requires further confirmation. The lobate feature in PSR M01e appears to be the surface expression of a potential 
lobate scarp recently identified by Bernhardt et al. (2022) in the sunlit area around PSR M01e.

We identify distinctively textured ground in 11 PSRs/TSRs (25%). Here, textured ground is a rough (m-scale), 
undulating, unstructured surface (Figures S5–S7 in Supporting Information S1) that appears to predominantly 
occur on slopes around PSRs (within TSRs). Locally, we observe distinct and sharp umbral contacts between very 
smooth and highly textured surfaces (e.g., PSR W01e, Figures S5–S7 in Supporting Information S1). It remains 
unclear whether volatiles and temperature variations are involved in the formation of lobate features and textured 
ground and how both are connected to the apparent age of TSRs/PSRs (see, e.g., Bernhardt et al., 2022; Bickel 
et al., 2021).

The majority of the studied PSRs is located in/contains four different geomorphic units (Bernhardt et al., 2022): 
the crater floor (“cf”), cratered highlands (“chs”), moderately slope-textured surface (“mss”), and intensely 
slope-textured surface units (“iss”), but there is no distinct trend among those (Figure S8 in Supporting 
Information S1).

3.2. Presence of Ice and Surface Frost

Haruyama et al. (2008, 2013) examined the large PSR on the floor of Shackleton for high-albedo ice exposures 
using long-exposure 10 m/pixel SELENE Terrain Camera images. They did not find any exposed ice deposits, 
concluding that they either did not exist or that any water ice is disseminated in regolith in concentrations of 
only a few percent. Similar observations were made in LROC long-exposure data (Cisneros et al., 2017; Martin 
et al., 2021; Moon et al., 2020). We conducted a similar analysis for the PSRs in our study area, but were unable 
to locate any exposed surface ice or frost in the 44 studied PSRs, including PSRs that presumably feature ice 
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on their surfaces as observed by M 3 (Li et al., 2018) and modeled based on Diviner (Paige et al., 2010; Siegler 
et al., 2016). Further, we did not identify any clear difference in surface reflectance, albedo, crater abundance, or 
crater shape in PSRs with and without either M 3 surface ice detections and modeled surface/shallow sub-surface 
ice (Figure 3). Our observations provide further observational evidence that any umbral ice and volatiles that 
exist in the Artemis exploration zone may be intermixed with the regolith—or are buried at depth. Following 
Haruyama et al. (2008, 2013), an upper limit of a few percent ice in regolith is implied.

3.3. Relative PSR Ages

We identified 1 younger PSR (U01a, ∼2%), 5 younger to intermediately old PSRs (M01b, M01g, V01a, V01b, 
∼11%), 11 intermediately old to older PSRs (∼25%), and 4 older PSRs (M01h, N01c, U01g, V01j, ∼9%). The 
remaining PSRs feature an intermediately old age; we point out that the majority of large PSRs host sub-regions 
that appear to be younger than the overall PSR. There appears to be no spatial trend in the distribution of younger 
and older PSRs, both are scattered across the study area.

3.4. PSR Temperature Regime

The studied PSRs feature a large range of temperatures. Four PSRs appear to remain at temperatures below 
∼110 K, the sublimation temperature of water ice (Schorghofer & Williams, 2020; Williams et al., 2019; Zhang 
& Paige, 2009), over the lunar year and might be particularly likely to trap volatiles over geologic and human 
timescales. All studied PSRs host temperatures below ∼110 K at least once over the lunar year. All PSRs feature 
generally higher temperatures during the southern summer (ecliptic longitude ∼270°) than during the southern 

Figure 3. Comparison of the visible, meter-scale (cryo)geomorphology of presumably surface frost/ice-bearing permanently shadowed regions (M 3-observed and/or 
modeled; Li et al., 2018; Siegler et al., 2016) with a comparable (intermediate) relative age and size using Hyper-effective nOise Removal Unet Software (HORUS). 
Raw image credits to NASA/LROC/GSFC/ASU.
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winter (ecliptic longitude ∼90°). However, the distribution of peak temperature as a function of the local time 
is highly heterogeneous—∼10 PSRs feature peak temperatures before noon, ∼12 around noon, ∼13 in the after-
noon, ∼7 during the night, and ∼2 feature a bimodal temperature peak distribution. The influence of secondary 
illumination on the temperature regime in the studied PSRs is complex. There seems to be a distinct correlation 
between illumination geometry, local time, temperature, and the HORUS signal in many of the studied PSRs 
(pages S12–S278), which is highly unique to each PSR due to the important role of the local topography in scat-
tering the primary illumination. We note that many of the studied PSRs might host super-cold doubly shadowed 
regions that are shielded from primary and secondary illumination (O’Brien & Byrne, 2022), for example, within 
umbral impact craters and underneath large, umbral boulders. Doubly-shadowed regions might host compounds 
that are more volatile than water ice, such as CO2 (Landis et al., 2022; Schorghofer et al., 2021).

3.5. PSR Trafficability

Our mapping campaign did not produce any evidence that the studied PSRs in the Artemis exploration zone would 
not be trafficable, assuming that robotic assets and crew can navigate PSR entry slope angles of around ∼14°. 
Here, the entry slope angle is the inclination of a (close-to) rover-scale PSR terminator segment of a given PSR, 
thus, describing what slope angle must be overcome to cross the terminator of a given PSR. As far as resolved by 
HORUS, craters and boulders (with minimum diameters of around ∼3–4 m) do not present significant hazards 
and/or obstacles in any of the studied PSRs, although we stress that not all PSRs could be resolved down to 
∼3–4 m due to a lack of secondary illumination. It remains unclear whether the smooth and textured surface 
features that were observed in some of the PSRs/TSRs feature anomalous geomechanical properties and whether 
they represent any potential hazard to future ground-based exploration efforts. We note that there are PSRs of all 
relative ages that appear to be particularly benign to exploration, featuring entry slope angles as low as ∼1°. We 
did not find direct evidence for a distal origin of the mapped umbral boulders, but note that the sub-surface bear-
ing capacity (>∼0.75 m depth) of boulder-bearing PSRs (boulders >∼3 m) might be reasonably high, assuming 
that boulders have a distal origin, for example, through mass wasting (Bickel et al., 2021). As boulders smaller 
than ∼3 m are not resolved by HORUS, there are no implications for depths between the surface and ∼0.75 m, 
as for example, estimated by Sargeant et al. (2020) for a number of low latitude PSRs (with substantially better 
secondary illumination). We stress that our analysis does not provide any information about the geomechanical 
properties of the shallow sub-surface and surface of the studied PSRs—geomechanical anomalies are likely to 
occur, in shadowed and sunlit regions—and that our initial observations require in situ verification.

4. Exploration Recommendations
Our analysis shows that the 44 studied PSRs feature a wide range of geologic/geomorphic and thermophysical 
properties and characteristics. The attractiveness of a given PSR strongly depends on the scope and goals of a 
mission, as well as on the mobility capabilities of an asset and/or crew. For example, only ∼16 of the studied PSRs 
(∼36%) could be reached assuming a maximum one-way traverse length of 2 km (i.e., 4 km back and forth) as 
currently envisioned for the Artemis walking EVAs and assuming a lander would touch down anywhere on the 
well-lit Shackleton-Henson connecting ridge or Shackleton crater's rim. When considering this specific distance 
constraint, the following PSRs feature characteristics potentially attractive to future exploration:

1.  O01b—is an intermediately old, particularly cold PSR which might feature surface ice according to M 3, 
modeled subsurface ice at a depth of ∼0.23 m, and a wide variety of boulders, lobate features, textured ground, 
and craters, including potentially fresher craters (Figure 3). However, access to its center might require a rover/
astronaut to navigate slopes of up to ∼20°. In addition, there is zero Earth visibility (page S105).

2.  U01a—is a younger and particularly small PSR on Shackleton crater's rim, very close to potential Artemis 
landing site 004, which features multiple boulders/outcrops and impact craters. This PSR might be the only 
permanently shadowed (younger) rocky crater with a diameter >∼100 m in the region, making it a unique 
target (Figure S2 in Supporting Information S1). However, access to its center might require a rover/astronaut 
to navigate steep slopes of up to ∼30° as well as potential accumulations of (undetected) umbral boulders 
<∼3 m in diameter (page S123).

3.  X01a—is a small, intermediately, old and relatively warm PSR right next to site 001 that might potentially be 
targeted by IM-2's S. P. Hopper (Martin et al., 2022). We note that X01a hosts a ∼50 m-diameter crater and a 
number of other features, which might require S. P. Hopper to touch down in two specific sections of the PSR 
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to avoid potentially hazardous slopes and boulders (Figure 2, Figures S9 and S10, page S267 in Supporting 
Information S1).

4.  M01g,h & U01b,c,d & V01j—are intermediately old to older, small PSRs on Shackleton crater's rim and/
or the connecting ridge. They appear to be relatively warm with modeled ice stability depths of about >∼1 m 
(see, e.g., page S69), but appear to host potentially fresher craters and might be very accessible, with slope 
angles <∼15° and very few visible boulders and craters. PSR V01j appears to be particularly accessible with 
maximum slopes <∼10° (e.g., page S69). We note that some of those PSRs are poorly secondary-lit (specifi-
cally V01j), that is, might not be well characterized by HORUS.

Neglecting any limitation regarding traverse length, landing site location, and mobility, the following PSRs 
feature characteristics potentially attractive to future exploration:

 5.  K01a,b & L01a—are large and particularly cold PSRs that might feature (modeled) ice/frost on their surfaces 
(no M 3 detections), hosting a large variety of boulders, textured ground, and craters, including potentially 
fresher craters (Figure 3). Access to those PSRs appears to be relatively easy, with slope angles <∼5–∼10°, 
although they are not in the direct vicinity of either Shackleton crater rim or the connecting ridge. Both PSRs 
appear to feature younger and older sections, potentially providing comparative sampling opportunities to test 
models of volatile accumulation (pages S15, S21, and S27).

 6.  O01a—is a very large, particularly cold PSR. This is the only PSR in the study area that features both M 3 
surface detections and modeled surface ice; that is, features the highest likelihood for surface-exposed vola-
tiles (Figure 3). Remarkably, the temperature regime of this PSR seems to be stable over the seasons. This 
PSR hosts a large variety of craters, including potentially very fresh craters, but no boulders. Access to the 
PSR appears to be potentially challenging from the connecting ridge and Shackleton rim, but relatively easy 
from the West (slope angles <∼10°). O01a appears to have relatively younger and older sections, potentially 
providing comparative sampling opportunities (page S99).

 7.  V01c—is a small, intermediately old, relatively warm PSR with relatively steep slopes (max slope ∼25°) and 
a modeled ice stability depth of >∼2.5 m. In addition, there is zero Earth visibility. However, this PSR might 
potentially host one or even two very fresh impact craters that might be surrounded by bright ejecta of poten-
tially excavated ice-rich blocks (Figure S4, page S183 in Supporting Information S1).

 8.  W01e—is a small, relatively warm PSR with modeled ice stability depth >2.5 m, distal to the connecting 
ridge and Shackleton crater rim. In addition, this PSR appears to be challenging to traverse (max slope angles 
of ∼29°), but features a unique geomorphology: potentially very fresh craters (could be rocky craters, Figure 
S3 in Supporting Information S1), prominently textured ground, as well as a very distinct contact between 
textured and smooth ground, only partially following the local contour lines (Figures S5–S7, page S255 in 
Supporting Information S1).

5. Conclusions
We used a deep learning-driven post-processing tool called HORUS to produce the first high-resolution, 
high-SNR NAC images of selected PSRs with diameters >∼40 m (n = 44) in a section of the Artemis exploration 
zone, close to the potential Artemis 001 and 004, IM-2, as well as other landing sites. We used those images to 
systematically map umbral craters, boulders, lobate features, and textured ground, down to a scale of ∼4 m. We 
did not observe any direct evidence of surface-exposed ice and/or frost, even in sites with M 3 detections and/or 
modeled ice surface stability, providing additional evidence that volatiles may be intermixed with the regolith 
or buried at depth. The PSR that will potentially be targeted by IM-2 appears to host a ∼50 m diameter crater as 
well as other features which might require S. P. Hopper to touch down within two specific, apparently smooth 
sections of the PSR. We discovered a number of potentially fresh impact craters across the studied PSRs—some 
with potential, faint indications of ejecta blankets—that might have excavated subsurface volatiles or facilitate 
access to them. We combined our HORUS-derived observations with existing geological and thermophysical 
products and compiled a detailed Artemis exploration zone PSR catalog, highlighting particularly promising PSR 
candidates for future exploration. The catalog and produced data products are freely available here: https://doi.
org/10.56272/GQKZ6227. Our findings, detailed catalog (in the supplementary information), and data will have 
direct implications for all future exploration efforts in the Artemis exploration zone and the lunar polar regions 
in general.

https://doi.org/10.56272/GQKZ6227
https://doi.org/10.56272/GQKZ6227
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Data Availability Statement
The raw LRO NAC image data used for this study is freely available on the PDS, for example, here: https://
wms.lroc.asu.edu/lroc/search. Many of the auxiliary datasets used for the analysis, such as the LOLA DEM/
slope (Barker et al., 2021), surface roughness (Smith & the LOLA Team, 2022), Earth visibility, and PSR maps 
(Mazarico et al., 2011) are freely available here: https://pgda.gsfc.nasa.gov/products/78, http://imbrium.mit.edu/, 
http://imbrium.mit.edu/EXTRAS/ILLUMINATION/, and http://imbrium.mit.edu/EXTRAS/FRACTAL/. All 
produced and validated HORUS images (8,888 images with a total size of ∼4.5 TB, details in the supplementary 
information) can be accessed and retrieved via FDL's SpaceML website: https://doi.org/10.56272/GQKZ6227.
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